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INTRODUCTION
Justice Kennard's observation that this

is a "rather complex tax

case" has proven to be a decorous understatement. This case is so intricate

that

it

has generated three distinct judicial analyses, the last

of

which

(i) actually agrees with the County on the precise issue presented in the

underlying mandamus petition;l but

(ii)

nonetheless rules against the

County on different statutes, which, as the Court has recognized, also
support the County "at first glance."

Unmistakably,

the Court's November 19, 2012, Decision

("Decision") is driven by concerns that: (i)

if recoupment

were allowed,

the replacement revenue streams the Legislature intended for cities could be

"reduced

or [even] eliminated" altogether (Dec. at 2l); and (ii) at a

minimum, the goal of "revenue neutrality" this Court finds to be embodied
in the Triple Flip and VLF Swap would be undermined (Dec. at28). Out of

concern

for revenue neutrality, moreover, the Court further finds

no

evidence that" a revenue-neutral minded Legislature intended to take away

immunity that would have attached to the cities' new property

hx

shares

had they gone to schools or ERAFs.

All of these points are based on material misapprehensions of fact
and law, most of which were not the focus of the parties' briefing and each

of which provides a ground for rehearing.2 Because they are at the heart of

Whether Revenue & Taxation Code section 97.75 forbade the County
from recouping PTAF in the fashion challenged.
See, e.g., Cal. R. Ct., rule 8.536 fpower to order rehearing];

In re Jessup's

Estate (1889) 81 Cal. 408,47I [rehearing appropriate to correct omission
or misstatement of material facts or issue, or mistakes of law]; Gov. Code,
$ 68081 [in any appellate court, where decision is "based upon an issue
which was not proposed or briefed by any party to the proceeding, the
court shall afford the parties an opportunity to present their views on the
matter through supplemental brief,rng. If the court fails to afford that
LA 130,635,593v1

the Court's interpretational errors, we address the Court's factual
misapprehensions

first.

On the undisputed record, all of the following facts

are true, and belie the Court's concerns:

.

Total property tax administrative fees ("PTAF") arc a tiny

fraction of total property tax revenues collected. By way of example, in FY
2007-08, total PTAF

to be

recouped amounted to

just l,4o/, of

total

revenues (approximately $140 million in PTAF versus over $10 billion in

revenues). (2 AA286ltotal PTAFI, 290 fgross PTR].)

.

Likewise, the PTAF associated with the Flip and Swap

revenues allocated to cities is a tiny fraction of the Flip and Swap revenues

themselves. By way of example, over FY 2006-07 and2007-08, the City

of

Alhambra alone received additional Flip and Swap revenues of more than

$14 million;

it complains of additional PTAF of less than $130,000 per

year. (2 AA273 &,291[column 4]; I AA 36

.

[1T

6a.a].)

The picture is precisely the same on a macro

level.

For

example, in FY 2007-08, more than $2 billion in property tax revenues that

previously would have gone to schoolsÆRAFs were allocated to cities and

counties instead,

with all cities in Los Angeles County

approximately 50% (i.e., over

8l billion)

receiving

of that amount. Considering total

revenues and total PTAF for FY 2007-08, cities were allocated over $2.5

billion, and were responsible for just $35 million in PTAF (1.4% of total
revenues)

.

-

i.e., precisely their pro rata share.

The County, in contrast, still bears a disproportionate burden

PTAF. In FY 2007-08, including Flip and Swap revenue allocations (as
to which the County bears its own PTAF), the County received
of

approximately 34% of the total property tax revenues collected but, even

with the benefit of additional PTAF recoupment from cities, shouldered the
opportunity, a rehearing shall be ordered upon timely petition
party."].)
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of

any

responsibility for almost 55Yo of the PTAF (due to immunity associated

with dollars still allocated to schools). (2 AA 290.)

If this Court's

Decision stands, the disproportion would grow even further and counties
across the State would be in the unprecedented position of having to bear a

portion of the cost of collecting property tax revenues allocated to cities.
Cities, since 1990, always have been required to bear their full pro rata
share because:

It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this section to
recognize that since the adoption of Article XIII A of the
California Constitution by the voters, county governments
have borne an unfair and disproportionate part of the f,rnancial
burden of assessing, collecting, and allocating property tax
revenues for other jurisdictions and for redevelopment
agencies. The Legislature finds and declares that this section
is intended to fairly apportion the burden of collecting
property tax revenues and is not a reallocation of property tax
revenue shares or a transfer of any financial or program
responsibility.
(Section 95.3, subd. (e).)

.

Finally, as for revenue neutrality, the Legislature could not

possibly have intended revenue neutrality as to the VLF Swap since its
measure of growth is different than the former VLF revenues. Additionally,

as a factual matter, the Triple Flip and

VLF Swap

necessarily include

supplemental property taxrevenues. (Revenue and Taxation Code, Section

75 and following.) In just the two fiscal years preceding the f,rling of this
lawsuit (FY 2006-07 and 2007-08), the 47 petitioner cities alone came out

more than $85 million ahead, even after accounting for the modest
additional PTAF associated with the additional property tax revenues
allocated to

them. (2 JA 452-457 tll 19 & Exs. l-21.) Today, with the

benefit of four more years of revenues tied to an income stream (property

tax growth) far more stable than the one being replaced (vehicle license
fees), that windfall
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will have increased substantially.

In

short, the Cities are not threatened with a loss

of

revenue

neutrality in the slightest, and the "threats" this Court is concerned with do

not exist. With the actual facts and equities corrected, the balance of this
Petition corrects the further oversights in the Court's Decision. V/ith that, a
very different outcome is compelled. Rehearing should be granted.

ARGUMENT
Each of the misapprehensions and errors discussed below provides a
ground for rehearing. (In re Jessup's Estate (1889) 81 Cal. 408, 471.)

A.

The Court's Decision Misapprehends The True Economics And
Equities.
This point has been fully explored in the Introduction, and we

will

not repeat it here. The Court's misapprehension of these central facts and
equities, in and of itself, warrants rehearing.

B.

The Decision

Fundamentally Misapprehends

How

The

Recoupment Process Actually \ilorks.

Legally, the Decision turns on the Court's assumption that, the

immunity from PTAF recoupment provided for

in

section 95.3(bxl)

extends to dollars that, but for operation of the Triple Flip and

VLF Swap,

would have gone to schools or ERAFs. In other words, the Court assumes
that section 95.3(b)(1) immunity is something that attaches to particulør
dollørs, rather than the embodiment of a specific legislative policy crafted

to protect particulør recipients of property tax revenues (ERAFs

and

schools). Thus, the Court reasons that there is nothing in the legislative
history for the Triple Flip or VLF Swap reflecting an intent to remove an
immunity the Court assumes exists. (See, e.g., Dec. at 12 ffinding absence

of evidence to suggest that Legislature "intendfed] to change the effect of
the ERAF exemption from the property tax administration fee"]; see also

Dec. at 15 ["The issue here is whether the Legislature intended to alter
section 95.3's property tax administration fee calculations by eliminating
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the ERAF exemption from the property tax administration fee for those
monies designated for an ERAF but diverted by the Triple Flip and VLF
Swap."l.)3

If

the Court's assumption as to immunity and how

correct, the Court's conclusion would

it works were

follow. But, the Court's assumption

is simply wrong.

County auditors are

not directed to

calculate recoupment

responsibility before all property tax revenues have been allocated; nor are

they directed to apply fee immunity midstream, before the ultimate
allocation end results are known. Instead, recoupment calculations are
made, and immunities applied, only after all revenues, including property

tax revenues allocated under the Triple Flip and VLF Swap, have been
allocated.

Atthatpoint, and only atthat point, auditors are instructed to apply a
three-step process for purposes of recoupment. Step

I is to determine the

"administrative cost apportionment factor" for each recipient of property

tax revenues. The denominator is, as the Court is aware, the sum of all
dollars allocated to all recipients. The numerator is the total amount of
property tax dollars allocated

to an individual recipient, with the same

calculation being performed for all recipients

of property tax

revenues

3 Over and over again, the Court makes similar pronouncements in
purporting to describe and address "the County's position." For example,
at page 2, the Court frames the County's position as being that the funds
lost theír exempt status by being allocated to cities rather than the ERAF.
On pages l0-11, the Decision notes that "Beginning in f,rscal year 20062007 , County . . . no longer treated the property tax revenues diverted by
the Triple Flip and VLF Swap as ERAF funds exempt from the property
tax administratîonfee." And, at pages 15-16, the Court says the County
"reasons that in enacting the 2004 budgetary measures, the Legislature
intended to elimínate the exemption for the funds diverted by the Triple
Flip and VLF Swap
thereby increasing administrative fees paid by
cities." But this is not -the County's position at all.
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(including schools and ERAFs). The formula is such that all the individual
apportionment factors necessarily must equal 100%. (Section 95.3, subd.

(a).) It is undisputed, of course, that the dollars allocated under the Flip and
s\ /ap are

-

"property tax revenues" since that is how they are chatacterized

repeatedly

-

in sections 97.68 and97.70.4

Step 2 is to multiply each recipient's apportionment factor by the

total amount of PTAF incurred by a county in the preceding fiscal year to
arrive at the administrative costs to be charged to each tax recipient. In this
way, each recipient is allocated its pro rata share of PTAF for the property

tax revenues collected by a county on the recipient's behalf. Again, this
process is performed for all recipients of property tax revenues (including

schools and ERAFs), such that the sum of all PTAF allocated equals 100%

of the PTAF for the prior fiscal year. (Section 95.3, subd. (a).) By
def,rnition, the process

is proportional, such that the more property tax

revenues a recipient has been allocated, the greater the share of PTAF

o

will

(aXt) f"Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, in allocating ad valorem property tax revenue allocatíons for each
See, e.g., $$ 97.68, subd.

fiscal year during the fiscal adjustment period, all of the following apply:
(1) The total amount of ad valorem property tax revenue otherwise
required to be allocated to a county's Educational Revenue Augmentation
Fund shall be reduced by the countywide adjustment amount."l, 97.68,
subd. (cX5) [". . .[T]he county auditor shall . . . reduce the total amount of
ad valorem property tax revenue otherwise allocated to that city or county
from the Sales and Use Tax Compensation Fund [etc.]"]; 97.68, subd. (e),
(f) and (g) fsimilar usage]; 97.70, subd. (aXlXA) ["The auditor shall
reduce the total amount of ad valorem property tax revenue that is
otherwise required to be allocated to a county's Educational Revenue
Augmentation Fund by the countywide vehicle license fee adjustment
amount."]; 97.70, subd. (gX2XA) ["Tax exchange or revenue sharing
agreements. are deemed to be modified . . . .[I]n that these reduced
revenues are, in kind and in lieu thereof, replaced with ad valorem
property tax revenue from a Vehicle License Fee Property Tax
Compensation Fund or an Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund."].
(emphasis added.)
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be, and vice-versa. For example, once the allocation process has been
completed,

if

an ERAF is to receive no property tax revenues,

it will

be

assigned no responsibility for PTAF because the formula would work like

this: $0/Sum of revenues allocated

:

0%o

apportionment factor.

0o/o

X

last year's PTAF = $0.
Step 3 is the step that instructs county auditors what to do with the

PTAF responsibility calculated in Step 2.

It also is the step that the

Decision misapprehends. Step 3 actually is codified in two subdivisions

of section 95.3. The first is subdivision (b)(1), which provides in pertinent
part:
Each proportíonate share of property tax admínistratíve costs
determined pursuant to subdivision (a), except for those
proportíonate shares determíned wíth respect to a school
entity or EMF, shall be deducted from the property Tax
revenue allocation of the relevant jurisdiction or community
redevelopment agency, and shall be added to the property tax
revenue allocation of the county.

The second subdivision is subdivision (d), and

it is this subdivision

that

explains why allowing recoupment as to these revenues does not pad the
County's budget, and instead benefits cities. Subdivision (d) provides:

Any additional amounts of property tax revenue allocated to
the county pursuant to this section shall be used only to írnd
costs incurred by the county in assessing, equalizing, and
collectíng property taxes, and in allocating property tax
revenørcs, and shall constitute charges þr those servíces, not
exceeding the actual and reasonable costs incuned by the
county in performing those services."
Thus, counties may not use PTAF except for properfy tax administration

(i.e., into collecting more property tax revenues). (See also Section
95.35(a) [recognizing the positive impact on collections of an adequately
funded property tax administrationl.)

With the background, the flaw in the Decision's reasoning becomes

manifest. Under section 95.3, subd. (bxl), immunity is not tied to any
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particular set of dollars, divorced from the actual recipient. Instead,

extended

only

it

is

to two reäipients (schools and ERAFs), and more

particularly only to the chørges øctually øllocøled to those two recipients
under seclion 95.3, subd. (ø). Thus,
the ERAF apportionment factor

if

an ERAF is to receive no revenues,

will be zero; the ERAF's responsibility for

PTAF will be zero; and immunity will not even come into play.

In other words, accounting for how section 95.3 actually works, the
issue becomes

this: "Is there clear

evidence the Legislature intended to

expand immunity from PTAF recoupment, previously enjoyed only by
schools and ERAFs, to extend to PTAF charges associated with revenues
allocated to cities under the Triple Flip and
that question is

"No." Three

VLF Swap?" The answer to

more points:

First, because all PTAF has to be allocated to someone (even

if

immunity later applies), to rule for the cities, one would have to rewrite
either (i) section 95.3, subd. (a), to direct county auditors,

in calculating

apportionment factors, to give ERAFs credit for all Flip and Swap dollars
allocated
subd.

to cities and counties, rather than to them, or (ii) section

(bXl), to extend immunity not just to schools and ERAFs

95.3,

(as they do

not receive these dollars), but also to cities (but not counties) to the extent
the cities receive additional tax shares through the Triple Flip and the

WF

Swap. But, whether deliberately or by failure to even consider the matter,
our Legislature has done neither of these things, and fundamental rules of
statutory interpretation preclude this Court from doing so.
Second, the one shard of legislative history relevant here does show

that the Legislature was aware of section 95.3 and its impact, and made

a

conscious choice to allow recoupment. Specifically, the Legislative history

for SB 1096 (which dealt with Sections 97.68, 97.70 and97.75) begins:
Existing law authorizes a county to retain a portion of the ad
valorem property tax revenue that would otherwise be
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allocated

to

specif,red entities

county for costs

in a county to reimburse the
and administering the ad

in collecting

valorem property tax.
(See Legis. Counsel's Dig., Sen.

Bill No.

1096 (2003-2004 Reg. Sess.) pp.

4-5.)t What could this reference to "existing law" authoÅzingrecoupment
be but a reference to section 95.3? Unmistakably, then, the Legislature was

aware

of

section 95.3 and the impact additional property tax revenue

allocations to cities would have on PTAF recoupment, and yet, chose not to
amend section 95.3 to preclude that inevitable outcome.

Third, even

if

one were to assume that the Legislature gave no

thought to the larger recoupment issues raised by section 95.3, then this

Court still may not rewrite statutes or strain against existing language to
support an outcome
Instead, the Court

it

feels the Legislature should have provided for.

still must enforce the statutes as written, direct a

judgment for the County and end its opinion with the same sentence already

there: "Should the Legislature disagree with our conclusion, it of course
remains free to expressly authorize a different result." (Dec. at

28.) The

point, of course, is that, as things now stand, the Legislature has expressly
authorized the result advocated

by the County, and has not

expressly

authorized the different result advocated by the cities.

t For good measure, that same Legislative history goes on to make clear
that whatever recoupment the Legislature intended to foreclose

it intended

If the
counties and the SB 1096 Guidelines are to be faulted for anyhing, it is
that they erroneously assumed the Legislature intended for those two
years to foreclose recoupment of everything, rather than simply the cost
of the incremental new accounting services necessary to perform Triple
to foreclose "for the 2004-05 and 2005-06 fiscal years only."

Flip and WF Swap calculations. That hardly provides ground for
accusing the County of inconsistency, however. (Dec. af 16, fn. 10.)

Rather, it means only that the County has given the cities yet another
windfall by recouping less than its due.
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C.

The County's Interpretation Does Not Fundamentally Alter The

Annual A.B.

I

Properfy Tax Revenue Allocation System.

The Court errs further in concluding that, to rule for the County
would be to "fundamentally alter the annual A.B. 8 lproperty tax revenue]
allocation system." (Dec. at 17.) Two points are in order.

First, as a threshold matter, the Court's expressed conclusion mixes
apples (the revenue allocation process) with oranges (responsibility for the
charges for collecting those revenues). Our Legislature,

in section

subd. (d) itself, expressly calls PTAF recoupment a "charge." And,

were not enough,

in

95.3,

if

that

section 95.3, subd. (e). the Legislature expressly

conJìrms thal øn øllowønce of PTAF recoapment is not, as this Court høs
concluded, ø reøllocation of tax revenues:

It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this section to
rccognize that since the adoption of Article XIII A of the
California Constitution by the voters, county governments
have borne an unfair and disproportionate part of the financial
burden of assessing, collecting, and allocating property tax
revenues for other jurisdictions and for redevelopment
agencies. The Legislature finds and declares that this section

intended to fairly apportion the burden of collecting
property tax revenues and is not ø reøllocøtion of property
tax revenue shøres or a lransfer ofønyJinqnciql or progrøm
responsibility.

is

(Emphasis added; see also Community Redevelopment Agency

of City of

Los Angeles v. County of Los Angeles (2001) 89 Cal.App.4th719,726-727

fin rejecting claim by redevelopment agency that to allow PTAF was to
reduce the agency's allocated share of revenues, court holds that agency
was confusing revenues with charges].)

In short, cities

are being allocated every penny

of the revenues the

Legislature intended them to receive. The issue here is whether the cities
may be charged for the costs associated with collecting the revenues they

10
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receive and, as the Decision recognizes, the answer to that question has,
since 1990, been an unequivocal "yes." (Dec. al23-25.)
Second, the only true A.B.

I allocations are those that assign to each

local taxing entity, out of the smaller pool of post-Proposition l3 revenues

available: (i) its base (which, in the first year after the enactment of Prop
13, was the entity's proportionate share of dollars from the prior year); and

(ii) its annual tax increment (which is the pure growth in tax revenues
within the area governed by that taxing entity). Any other revenue

in the first instance) ß, by
a deviation from the pure A.B. I system first crafted by our

allocøtion (íncluding ERAF allocatíons
definítíon,

Legíslature. Far from fundamentally altering the outcome envisioned by
traditional A.B.

I

system, the Triple

a

Flip and VLF Swap actually have

moved things closer to their pure origin, by restoring to cities and counties
dollars that since the early 1990s had been allocated to ERAFs instead.6

u

To b. clear, the County never has contended that "the 2004 budgetary
measures reflected the Legislature's attempt to restore property tax
administration fees to levels that existed before the creation of the
exemptions applicable to property tax revenue directed to schools and the
ERAF's" -- i.e., that the Legislature crafted the Triple Flip or VLF Swap
for that purpose. (Dec. at 16.) Rather, the County's points always have
been that: (i) as apractical matter, the Triple Flip and VLF Swap had the
fiscal effect of moving cities and counties closer to the point where they
started under the "traditional" A.B. 8 system in place before the
Legislature began raiding local funds to patch holds in State budgets;
(ii) whether or not the Legislature actually appreciated that increasing
revenue allocations to cities and counties would increase their respective
PTAF shares absent amendment of section 95.3, the conclusion would be
the same -- by failing to amend section 95.3, the Legislature left that
outcome in place; and (iii) as the Court has observed, if the Legislature
desires a different outcome now, it remains free to authorize a different
result.

il
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D.

The Statutory Language Actually Dispels Any Notion That The
Legislature Intended Revenue Neutrality.
The Decision spends considerable effort extolling a legislative intent

that the VLF Swap and Triple Flip be revenue neutral, in order to reject the

County's PTAF charges as threatening

to

deprive cities

of revenue

neutrality.T Indeed, the Decision concludes by expressing a concern that,

"A

contrary interpretation would permit the statewide multimillion-dollar

annual shift of property tax revenues from the cities to the counties and

would run afoul of the implementing statutes for the Triple Flip and VLF
Swap" supposedly designed to ensure revenue neutrality. (Dec. at28.)

Initially, as noted above, that reasoning confuses revenues with
charges. Section 95.3, subd. (e), itself expressly instructs that PTAF
recoupment

"is not ø reøllocøtion of property tax revenue shares or

a

transfer of any financial or program responsibility." Insofar as the VLF
Swap is concerned, moreover, revenue neutrality could not possibly have
been intended, as the replacement property tax revenues allocated to cities

and counties are tied to the percentage change from year to year in the
"gross taxable assessed valuation within the jurisdiction of the entity,
reflected in the equalized assessment roll"

-

as opposed

to

a

as

truly revenue-

neutral calculation tied to VLF fees lost or projected to have been lost.
(See, e.g., Rev.

& Tax. Code, $ 97.70(c).) In other words, the wording

chosen by the Legislature to provide a replacement stream for

fees guaranteed that,

if

true revenue equality occurred,

it

VLF license

would be by

accident, rather than design. And, in fact, because the Legislature chose to

tie growth in VLF Swap shares to a far more stable revenue
þroperly taxes) than vehicle license fees,

it

stream

virtually guaranteed that

beneficiaries of the VLF Swap in particular would come out far ahead.

7

Dec. at 17-23.

t2
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E.

The County Only Is Recouping Actual Costs Of

Assessing,

Collecting And Allocating Flip And Swap Shares To Cities.

The Decision suggests that "the County withheld from Cities

an

additional $4.8 million, as property tax administration fees for f,rscal year
2006-2007 and an additional $5.3 million as property tax administration
fees for fiscal year 2007-2008. County's actual annual cost, however, in
administering the Triple Flip and VLF Swap with regard to all 47 cities was

approximately $35,000." (Dec. at 11.) This has been a favorite mantra of
the cities throughout this litigation; without explanation,

it

appears unfair;

and that perceived unfairness most surely has impacted this Court's
Decision. The truth is different, and the Court's decision misunderstands
the real facts.

To be clear, the $4.8 million and $5.3 million flrgures do not
represent the cost of collecting property tax revenues for someone other
than these cities. Instead, they reflect the true actual administrative cost
assessing and collecting the additional hundreds of millions of

of

propefi tax

dollars allocated to cities under the Triple Flip and VLF Swap, for the two
fiscal years in question. The S35,000 per year figure simply represents the
actual cost for the incremental new services required to perform the final
accounting steps necessary to accurately allocate the Flip and Swap dollars.

Both flrgures represent actual costs. To draw a f,rner point, both

f,rgures

represent actual costs tied to the property tax shares allocated to cities.

CONCLUSION

The Court's Decision is based upon mateúal misunderstandings
about central facts and legal issues; and,

it

seeks

to correct a perceived

inequity that does not exist. Rehearing should be granted to fully brief the
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misunderstandings that drive the Decision, and to reach a correct outcome.
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